EBA116-10G3 BASIC

FUNCTIONALITY
POWER DISTRIBUTION

MECHANICAL
63.20" (1604mm) LENGTH
2.05" (52mm) WIDTH
2.09" (53mm) DEPTH
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, BLACK

INPUT RATING
200-240V~
2W + PE
16A
50/60HZ

OUTPUT RATING
200-240V~
15A PER C13, 16A PER C19
16A MAX TOTAL

CERTIFICATIONS
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
NONE
FILTER AND SPIKE/SURGE
NONE

ACCESORIES
INCLUDED SPK012 - INSTALLATION
CONFIGURATION
EBA3MT15JDK77A1
SERIAL NUMBER B681___
BASE EBA3TEAAABL77A1

INPUT
NEMA L6-20P PLUS
10FT 12AWG / 3C POWERCORD

OUTPUT
(24) IEC 60320 C13 GRIP
(4) IEC 60320 C19 GRIP

ENVIRONMENTAL
32° TO 140° F
0° TO 60° C
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